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What's coming in
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications?

December:
• HutWindows—A UIMS
• Solids Modeling
• Texturing Soft Objects
• A Design Environment
• Gray-Scale Images
• Synthetic Actors

And in January...
Flight Simulators, Solid Models, Tracking
Algorithm for Implicitly Defined Curves, and
much much more.
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Southwest: The House Co., 3000 Weslayan, Ste. 345, Houston, TX 77027; (713) 622-2868.
Midwest: Robert Acker & Associates, 480 Central Avenue, Northfield, IL 60093; (312) 441-6050.
East Coast: Hart Associates, PO Box 339, 42 Lake Blvd., Matawan, NJ 07747;
(201) 583-8500.
New England: Arpin Associates, PO Box 227, Weston, MA 02193; (617) 899-5613.
Europe: Heinz J. Gorgens, Parkstrasse 8a, D-4054 Nettetal 1 - Hinsbeck (F.R.G);
(0 21 53) 8 99 88.

Advertising Director: Dawn Peck.
For production information, conference, and classified advertising, contact
Heidi Rex or Marian Tibayan.
For reader service inquiries, contact Marian Tibayan.
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Boards
Graphics board 45 77
Language processor card 24 73

Conferences & Courses
CAD/CAM technology — 61

I/O Related Equipment
Diagonal monitor 21 72
Ink jet printer 27 74
Touch screen 23 73

Publishers
Desktop publishing 50 77
Document processing 34 75
Scanning and digitizing information 51 77
Screen editor 1 76

Software
Architectural package 30, 31 74
CAE 35, 36 75
Color rendering 40 77
Graphics software 32, 38 75, 76
Motion-control 41 77
Simulation program — Cover IV

Systems
Camera system 26 74
Computer 25 73
Controller 20 72
Development tool 37 76
Image transfer 39 76
Solid modeling 33 75
Workstation 22 16A-D, 72
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